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Observing the Progressive Decoherence of the “Meter” in a Quantum Measuremen
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A mesoscopic superposition of quantum states involving radiation fields with classically distinct
phases was created and its progressive decoherence observed. The experiment involved Rydb
atoms interacting one at a time with a few photon coherent field trapped in a highQ microwave
cavity. The mesoscopic superposition was the equivalent of an “atom1 measuring apparatus” system
in which the “meter” was pointing simultaneously towards two different directions—a “Schrödinger
cat.” The decoherence phenomenon transforming this superposition into a statistical mixture wa
observed while it unfolded, providing a direct insight into a process at the heart of quantum
measurement. [S0031-9007(96)01848-0]
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The transition between the microscopic and mac
scopic worlds is a fundamental issue in quantum meas
ment theory [1]. In an ideal model of measurement, t
coupling between a macroscopic apparatus (“meter”) a
a microscopic system (“atom”) results in their entang
ment and produces a quantum superposition state of
“meter 1 atom” system. Such a superposition is ho
ever never observed. Schrödinger has illustrated vivi
this problem, replacing the meter by a “cat” [2] and co
sidering the dramatic superposition of dead and alive a
mal “states.” Although such a striking image can on
be a metaphor, quantum superpositions involving “m
ter states” are often called “Schrödinger cats.” Follo
ing von Neumann [3], it is postulated that an irreversib
reduction process takes the quantum superposition in
statistical mixture in a “preferred” basis, corresponding
the eigenvalues of the observable measured by the
ter. From then on, the information contents in the syst
can be described classically. The nature of this reduc
has been much debated, with recent theories stressing
role of quantum decoherence [4,5]. According to the
approaches, the meter coordinate is always coupled
large reservoir of microscopic variables inducing a fa
dissipation of macroscopic coherences.

The simplest model of a quantum measurement
volves a two-level atom (e, g) coupled to a quantum os
cillator (meter or cat). An oscillator in a coherent sta
[6] is indeed defined by ac numbera, represented by
a vector in phase space (jaj 

p
n wheren is the mean

number of oscillator quanta). Quantum fluctuations ma
the tip of this vector uncertain, with a circular gaussi
distribution of radius unity [Fig. 1(a)]. Consider the ide
measurement where the “atom-meter” interaction ent
gles the phase of the oscillator (6f) to the state of the
atom, leading to the combined state

jCl 
1

p
2

sje, aeifl 1 jg, ae2ifld . (1)
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When the “distance”D  2
p

n sinf between the meter
states is larger than 1, a Schrödinger cat is obtain
[Fig. 1(b)].

Decoherence is modeled by coupling the oscillator to
reservoir, which damps its energy in a characteristic tim
Tr . WhenD ¿ 1, decoherence is found to occur withi
a time scale2Tr yD2 [7,8]. This result illustrates the basic
feature of the quantum to classical transition [4]. Mes
scopic superpositions made of a few quanta are expe
to decohere in a finite time interval shorter thanTr , while
macroscopic ones (n ¿ 1) decohere instantaneously an
cannot be observed in practice.

Recently, a Schrödinger cat of a material oscillat
was generated by preparing a single trapped ion in
superposition of two spatially separated wave pack
entangled with internal states of the ion [9]. Quantu
decoherence was however not studied. Various sche
have been proposed to prepare Schrödinger cats o
field oscillator [10]. Some of these proposals involve
dispersive coupling between a single atom and a fi
in free space [11] or in a cavity [8]. Implementin
this last scheme, we report here the generation o
Schrödinger cat like state of radiation in a cavity and t
first dynamical observation of quantum decoherence i
measurement process.

The mesoscopic state is generated by sending a rub
um atom, prepared in a superposition of two circul
Rydberg statese andg [12], across a highQ microwave

FIG. 1. (a) Pictorial representation in phase space of
coherent state of a quantum oscillator. (b) The two compone
separated by a distanceD of a Schrödinger cat correspondin
to Eq. (1).
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4887
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cavity C storing a small coherent fieldjal. The coupling
between the atom and the cavity is measured by the “R
frequency”V [13]. Thee ! g atomic transition and the
cavity frequencies are slightly off resonance (detuningd),
so that the atom and the field cannot exchange ene
but only undergo1yd dispersive frequency shifts (singl
atom index effect). The atom-field coupling during timet
produces an atomic-level dependent dephasing of the
and generates an entangled state given (forVyd ø 1) by
Eq. (1) withf  V2tyd [13].

The statese and g are circular Rydberg levels with
principal quantum numbers 51 and 50 (transition f
quencyn0  51.099 GHz). They have a long radiativ
lifetime (30 ms) and a very strong coupling to radiatio
The cavityC is a Fabry-Pérot resonator with its axis no
mal to the atomic trajectory. It is made of two superco
ducting niobium mirrors (mirror distance 2.7 cm; mod
waist 6 mm). Vy2p is 24 kHz [14]. The cavityQ factor
is 5.1 3 107 (photon lifetimeTr  160 ms). The cavity
is tuned by adjusting the mirror separation, thus vary
dy2p between 70 and 800 kHz. The effective interacti
time t is set to19 ms by selecting atoms with a velocit
of 400 mys. Ford  100 kHz, f is 0.69 radian which is
an unusually large single atom index effect.

The setup is sketched in Fig. 2. It is cooled to 0.6
by a He4-He3 cryostat making thermal radiation negligib
(mean blackbody photon number inC: 0.05). All Rb
atoms effusing from the oven O are pumped out of
F  3 ground hyperfine level by a diode laserL1 and
optically repumped into this level by a diode laser be
L0

1 oriented at 58± relative to the atomic beam. With
proper tuning ofL0

1 in the Doppler profile, only atoms a
400 6 6 mys are prepared inF  3. The atoms are then
excited into the circular statee in box B [15]. This pulsed
process involves laser excitation fromF  3 (lasersL2)
and prepares, on the average, 0.5 atom within a2 ms time
window, every 1.5 ms.

Each circular atom is prepared in a superposition oe
and g by a resonant microwavepy2 pulse in a lowQ
cavity R1. It then crossesC in which a small coheren
field with an average photon numbern varying from

FIG. 2. Sketch of the experimental setup.
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0 to 10 is injected by a pulsed sourceS (see below
how n is measured). The field, which evolves free
while each atom crossesC, relaxes to vacuum before
being regenerated for the next atom (Tr ø 1.5 ms). We
make sure that the field is coherent by checking th
n is proportional to the square of the injection puls
duration. After leavingC, each atom undergoes anoth
py2 pulse in a cavityR2 identical toR1. R1 andR2 are
fed by a cw sourceS0 whose frequencyn is swept across
n0. The atoms are finally counted ine and g by two
field ionization detectors (De, Dg; detection efficiency
40 6 15%). With 50 000 events recorded in 10 min, th
probability P

s1d
g snd to find the atom ing as a function of

n is reconstructed.
Figure 3(a) shows the signal obtained whenC is empty

(dy2p  712 kHz). P
s1d
g snd exhibits Ramsey fringes [16]

typical of atoms subjected to two pulses separated by a t
interval T  230 ms. The fringes result from a quantum
interference. Thee ! g transition can occur either in
R1 or in R2 (atom crossingC in g or e). These two
“paths” are indistinguishable, leading, in the final transitio
rate, to an interference term between the correspond
probability amplitudes. The phase difference betwe
these amplitudes is2psn 2 n0dT so thatP

s1d
g snd oscillates

with the period 1yT  4.2 kHz. The fringe contrast,

FIG. 3. Ps1d
g snd signal exhibiting Ramsey fringes: (a)C

empty, dy2p  712 kHz; (b)–(d) C stores a coherent field
with jaj 

p
9.5  3.1, dy2p  712, 347, and104 kHz, re-

spectively. Points are experimental and curves are sinuso
fits. Insets show the phase space representation of the
components left inC.
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ideally 100%, is reduced to55 6 5% by various effects
(static and microwave fields inhomogeneities betweenR1
and R2 over the 0.7 mm atomic beam diameter, fini
atomic lifetime, atom count noise).

Figures 3(b) to 3(d) show the fringes fordy2p 
712, 347, and104 kHz when there is a field inC (n 
9.5; jaj  3.1). Two features are striking: whend is
reduced, the contrast of the fringes decreases and
phase is shifted. The fringe contrast and shift are plot
versusf in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) (points are experimen
and lines are from theory; see below).

The fringe contrast reduction demonstrates the sep
tion of the field state into two components and provid
a measurement ofD2. When an atom leavesC, the sys-
tem is prepared in the entangled state of Eq. (1), so
the field phase “points” towardse andg at the same time.
The insets in Fig. 3 show the phase space representa
of the two field components. Whend is large (f small),
the measurement of the field phase would give no inf
mation on the state of the atom inC (large overlap of the
field components). The two “paths” (atom crossesC in
e or g) are still indistinguishable and the contrast rema
large [Fig. 3(b)]. Whend is reduced (f increased), the
field contains more information about the atomic sta
in C. The two paths thus become partially distinguis
able and the fringe contrast decreases [Fig. 3(c)]. It va
shes when the field components do not overlap at
[Fig. 3(d)].

It does not matter that the field is actually not me
sured. The mere fact that the atom leaves inC an
information whichcouldbe read out destroys the interfe
ence. We recognize the ingredients of a “which path” e
periment illustrating the basic aspect of complementa
[17,18]. A simple calculation confirms the results of th
discussion and shows that the fringe contrast is redu
by a factor equal to the modulus of the overlap integ
kae2if j aeifl  exps2D2y2d expsin sin2fd. The cor-
responding line in Fig. 4(a) is in very good agreeme
with the measured points.

FIG. 4. Fringes contrast (a) and shift (b) versusf, for a
coherent field withjaj  3.1 (points: experiment; line: theory)
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The same analysis shows that the phase of the frin
[Fig. 4(b)] is shifted by an angle equal to the pha
of kae2if j aeifl, n sin2f. The fringe phase shift is
proportional ton [19], which is determined from this se
of data. The line on Fig. 4(b) corresponds to the b
fitted valuen  9.5 6 0.2.

The coherence between the two components of
state and its quantum decoherence were revealed
a subsequent two-atom correlation experiment, wh
principle follows closely a proposal described in [20].
first atom creates a superposition state involving two fi
components. A second “probe” atom crossesC with the
same velocity after a short delayt and dephases again th
field by an angle6f. The two field components turn into
three, with phases62f and zero.

The “zero-phase” component is obtained via tw
different paths since the atoms may have crossedC either
in the se, gd or in the sg, ed configurations. The probe
atom “undoes” the phase splitting produced by the fi
one and recombines partially the state components. S
the atomic states are mixed afterC in R2, the se, gd and
sg, ed paths are indistinguishable. As a result, there is
interference term in the joint probabilitiesP

s2d
ee , P

s2d
eg , P

s2d
ge ,

and P
s2d
gg of detecting any of the four possible two-ato

configurations. These probabilities can be calcula
analytically, provided a few simplifying assumptions a
made [21]. The difference between conditional prob
bilities h  fPs2d

ee ysPs2d
ee 1 P

s2d
eg dg 2 fPs2d

ge ysPs2d
ge 1 P

s2d
gg dg

is independent ofn, except aroundf  0 andf  py2.
Equal to 0.5 at short timest when the quantum coherenc
is fully preserved,h is shown to decay to 0 when th
“first atom 1 field” system has evolved into a fully
incoherent statistical mixture.

To measureh, the Rydberg state preparation pul
is replaced by a pair of pulses separated byt, varied
from 30 to 250 ms. The sequence is, as before, repea
every 1.5 ms and statistics on double detection events
accumulated. Because of the low atom flux, the at
pair rate is 10 times smaller than the single atom co
rate. For each delayt, 15 000 coincidences are detecte
Figure 5(a) showsh versus n for n  3.3, dy2p 
70 kHz, and t  40 ms. As predicted, a correlation
signal with no statistically significantn dependence is
observed. An-averagedh value, h, of 0.11 6 0.01 is
found for thist value.

Figure 5(b) showsh versust (expressed in units of
Tr ) for n  3.3 and two different detunings (dy2p 
170 and70 kHz). The points are experimental and th
lines theoretical. The theory includes higher order ter
in Vyd correcting the dephasings atd  70 kHz, and in-
corporates the finite single atom fringe contrast (expla
ing theh value smaller than 0.5 att  0).

The correlation signals decrease with time, reveal
directly the dynamics of quantum decoherence. T
agreement with the simple analytical model is excelle
4889
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FIG. 5. (a) Two-atom correlation signalh versusn for n 
3.3, dy2p  70 kHz, andt  40 ms. (b) n-averagedh val-
ues versustyTr for dy2p  170 kHz (circles) anddy2p 
70 kHz (triangles). Dashed and solid lines are theoretical. I
sets: pictorial representations of corresponding field comp
nents separated by2f.

Most strikingly, we observe that decoherence procee
at a faster rate when the distance between the two s
components is increased. An effective decoherence ti
of 0.24Tr , much shorter than the photon decay tim
is found for d  70 kHz. A similar agreement with
theory is obtained when comparing for the samedy2p

value (70 kHz) the correlations signals corresponding
differentn values (5.1 and 3.3). We thus demonstrate t
basic features of the decoherence theory on this sim
model, namely, the fast evolution in a measureme
process of the “atom1 meter” state towards a statistica
mixture and the increasing difficulty to maintain quantu
coherence when the distance between the compon
of the mesoscopic superposition is increased. Us
higher Q cavities, we intend to increasen further and
to study decoherence processes occurring even faste
the scale ofTr . We can now continuously vary, from
microscopic to macroscopic, the size of the meter
an ideal measurement process, allowing us to expl
the elusive boundary between the quantum and class
worlds.
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